ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING PHOTO
LOCATIONS: PARIS, ONTARIO

MOUNTAIN STUDIO HAMILTON

Reserve Your Wedding Date Now:
905 520 9645
Jess@MountainStudioHamilton.ca
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WILLIAM ST.
BRIDGE
Located close to our Paris, Ontario studio
location at 60 William Street in downtown
Paris, this pedestrian bridge is used heavily
by commuters. However, the sleepy town of
Paris quiets down for beautiful big sky
shots and with patience we can use the
leading lines of the bridges arch to
accentuate your photo shoot.
What makes this an ideal location for
engagement and wedding photos?
- Beautiful historic buildings that add
interesting shapes and textures to augment
your photos
- The arch in the bridge makes for
interesting lines that naturally frame your
photo and draw the eyes in
- The river, trees, and town skyline makes
for a beautiful background year round
"This perspective blends leading lines of
an arching bridge with a big sky and
the iconic 1800's era downtown Paris,
Ontario. This is sure to be a timeless
location for your wedding or engagement
shoot."

- Tim
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ELM STREET
OVERLOOK ONTO
GRAND RIVER &
DOWNTOWN
Located on Elm Street, closest to where Elm
and Willow Street meet, with plenty of
parking and accessible from our 60 William
Street in Paris, Ontario location. Just a two
minute walk off of Elm and Willow is a
secluded and somewhat hidden path, free of
cars, high up on the bank of the Grand
River.
What makes this an ideal location for
engagement and wedding photos?
- Imagery that is free of clutter, other
people, and distractions
- Natural beauty of the Grand River mixed
with the contrasting shapes and textures of
the city
- Close proximity to downtown Paris
- A wide vista that accommodates wedding
parties or portraits for more than just two
people
"This is the prettiest spot in Paris, The
variety of classic shapes, colours, and
textures make for beautiful photos that
you'll cherish for a lifetime."

- Jess
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HISTORIC
MANORS & HOMES
OF PARIS,
ONTARIO
Capture your portraits in grand entrances,
with unique furniture, ornate carpentry, and
timeless decor of cobblestone, wood, and
brick with our exclusive access to manors
and homes in downtown Paris.
What makes this an ideal location for
engagement and wedding photos?
- Beautiful large windows let in flattering,
natural light
- Classic architecture is tasteful and
timeless
- Cobblestone, brick word, and interesting
carpentry contrast in a pleasing way with
wedding and engagement attire
- We intro flowers to augment your
portraits, showing off details, such as
wedding rings
"Our respect for these homes has
awarded us the ability to bring you to
stunning locations for intimate photos
you're bound to appreciate for your
lifetime."

- Jess
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Paris is home to an active rail line
that runs through the town. There
are a variety of locations with the
town, big sky, and gorgeous
mature trees for your wedding
and engagement photos.
We recommend these locations for
couples as it requires additional
travel time by car from downtown.
However, if you have an affinity
for the railway, it is worth it to
move your wedding party for
photos along the rail road of
Paris, Ontario.

What makes the Broadway street
rail road an ideal location for
engagement photos?
- The rail road contrasts
beautifully with the sky and
greenery
- Photos along the rails create
leading lines which makes the
couple stand out more in photos.
- Winding roads and the sleepy
town of Paris make for a pleasant
setting to capture calm, intimate
photos that are wide open
- Depending on the light and train
schedule, we can experiment with
motion blur of the train and other
artistic expression that will make
your photos stand out
"I've always been fascinated by
trains, this section of rail line
gives us a fun opportunity to
play with shapes and epic
vistas without you getting lost
in the photo."

- Tim

BROADWAY ST.
RAIL ROAD
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DOWNTOWN
PARIS & LIONS
PARK
Downtown Paris is the heartbeat of the
town, and quite a sophisticated cultural
destination noted for its upscale retail,
professional business mix and exceptional
dining nestled together in one convenient
location.
What makes this an ideal location for
engagement photos?
- The downtown area is a perfect area to
just hang out and make you and your
partner comfortable with the session and
just be yourselves
- Lots of things to do like getting coffee,
eating ice cream, shopping, going to the
library etc.
- Allows you to do day to day things that
align with your personality

"I like shooting in downtown because
the sessions never quite turn out the
same. It depends on what the couple
wants to do. It's an adventure every
time really!"

- Tim

